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ABSTRACT Industry 4.0 involves the digital transformation of the industry with the integration and
digitization of all industrial processes that make up the value chain, which is characterized by adaptability,
flexibility, and efficiency to meet the needs of customers in today’s market. Therefore, the adaptations of
the new bioprocess industry require a lot of flexibility to react quickly and constantly to market changes
and to be able to offer more specialized, customized products with high operational efficiency. This paper
presents a flexible, scalable, and robust framework based on software components, container technology,
microservice concepts, and the publish/subscribe paradigm. This framework allows new components to be
added or removed online, without the need for system reconfiguration, while maintaining temporal and
functional constraints in industrial automation systems. The main objective of the framework proposed is the
use of components based on microservices, allowing easy implementation, scalability, and fast maintenance,
without losing or degrading the robustness from previous developments. Finally, the effectiveness of the
proposed framework was verified in two case studies (1) a soursop soda making process is presented, with
a fuzzy controller implemented to keep the pasteurizer output flow constant (UHT) and (2) an automatic
storage tank selection and filling process with actuated valves to direct the fluid to the corresponding tank at
the time to start the process. The results showed that the platform provided a high-fidelity design, analysis,
and testing environment for the flow of cyber information and its effect on the physical operation in a
beverage processing plant with high demand for flexibility, scalability, and robustness of its processes, as they
were experimentally verified in a real production process.

INDEX TERMS Industry 4.0, distributed industrial automation systems, interoperability, middleware,
industrial cyber-physical systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
The growing development in the bioprocess industry and
the need to meet the new challenges of Industry 4.0 require
constant adaptation to new trends. Therefore, the adaptations
of the new bioprocess industry require a lot of flexibility to
react quickly and constantly to market changes and to be
able to offer more specialized, customized products with high
operational efficiency. Thus, developing and proposing archi-
tectures that integrate all their elements and variables is the
next step for industry change. Cyber-physical systems (CPS)
are used whenever a complex physical system needs to com-
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municate with the digital world to optimize its performance
and improve its efficiency. An industrial cyber-physical sys-
tem (ICPS) is a collection of computational (cyber) and phys-
ical components that interact with each other to achieve a
particular application (process) objective at the desired time
[1], and one of its main features is the interaction between a
cyber component (a controller) and physical component (a
plant), computationally coordinated and in communication
with sensors and actuators [2], [3].

On the other hand, an ICPS must be self-adaptive, mod-
ifying its behavior and reacting quickly to changes in its
environment. An ICPS requires tight computing integration,
communication, and control technologies to achieve sta-
bility, performance, reliability, robustness, safety, security,
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and efficiency, which imposes new challenges on designers
[3]. An important aspect for an ICPS is the need to inte-
grate aspects of communication networks, distributed control
systems, programming languages, design tools, etc. into a
computational framework, allow easy implementation and
development, adapt to changes in the environment, and facili-
tate scalability, without losing robustness, security, reliability,
and efficiency.

The term Industry 4.0 encompasses many concepts and
purposes, but early developments in this area involved incor-
porating greater flexibility, scalability, and individualization
of manufacturing processes. The design principles that com-
panies and organizations are relying on to implement Industry
4.0 are as follows:

1) Decentralized decisions. Cyber-physical systems have
to be able to make decisions on their own and perform
their tasks as autonomously as possible.

2) Interoperability. People, devices, sensors, andmachines
must be able to communicate with each other.

3) Technical assistance. Cyber-physical systems have to
offer humans support and collaboration for all danger-
ous, fatiguing, tiring, or unpleasant tasks.

4) Information transparency. Information systems need to
be able to create a ‘‘digital twin’’ of the physical world
around them using the data collected by their sensors
and other connected devices in their ecosystem.

Based on the Industry 4.0 concept, automated industrial
bioprocesses are systems in which all the devices are fully
interconnected, forming an ICPS, from which it is possible
to operate, automatically control, and improve and/or opti-
mize production processes. Because of the need for real-time
control capabilities, automation in the bioprocess industry
demands great flexibility from an ICPS to achieve optimum
operating points that integrate the entire process value chain.
This requires that the exchange of information, with its
requirements and different technologies, can be done from
any level of the process automation pyramid.

The above presents challenges related to the addition of
new functionalities to the processes and the interoperability
between them. To solve this problem, traditional techniques
usually solve it with the incorporation of new components,
which implies the inclusion of new hardware, generating a
higher level of implementation costs, reconfigurations, and
additional support, as well as a higher level of complexity due
to the difficulties of interacting with hardware from different
manufacturers.

This context requires a more flexible approach than adding
new components. Virtualization and hypervisor technologies
allow the addition of new software and hardware components
without altering the existing ones in a running application,
facilitating the scalability of new developments, minimizing
costs and difficulties in the integration of new functionali-
ties. However, as in traditional implementation techniques,
the aspects of compliance with functional and temporal con-
straints must be taken into account.

In this work, we propose a framework for flexible and scal-
able automation of industrial bioprocesses that enables the
interconnection of a series of components, and thus supports
the design principles of Industry 4.0. To achieve the chal-
lenges mentioned above, the framework is based on a holistic
approach, in which offer and request services are globally
integrated as microservices, isolated using container tech-
nology, and interconnected with a middleware based on the
publish/subscribe pattern such as Data Distribution Service
(DDS). Finally, the proposed framework approach defines a
new software construction pattern based on the plug-and-play
technique, where components support online reconfiguration,
as well as the addition or removal of components, without
degrading the robustness of previous developments. Themain
contributions are summarized as follows:

• A framework for flexible and scalable automation of
industrial bioprocesses which a system and its properties
are analyzed as a whole, in a global and integrated
manner and not only as of the simple sum of its parts
(a holistic approach)

• A set of interconnected components to follow a plug-
and-play technique as an application design approach
and, therefore, a pattern for software design.

• As the central axis is the interconnection between
devices through a network, a smart component with
an event-triggered sampling algorithm to avoid network
saturation is provided. The main objective is to comply
with the real-time characteristics of the application.

• Design, implementation, and scalability for process
monitoring and control applications, analysis, visualiza-
tion, etc., oriented to the bioprocess industry, as demon-
strated in the two case studies.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents an
overview of the related work such as other performance and
comparative studies. Section 3 presents the detailed design of
an architecture with different components and microservices.
Section 4 discusses a case study involving fruit beverages at
a ‘‘Punta Delicia’’ juice production plant in Colima, México.
The validation, results, and discussions of the implementation
at the juice production plant are presented in Section 5, and
finally Section 6 concludes this work.

II. RELATED WORKS
Many recent kinds of research have been oriented to stan-
dardize implementations for Industry 4.0. However, if on the
one hand conceptual architectures lack a physical implemen-
tation, special implementations often cannot be generalized
to other systems, it still lacks a physical realization of
generic architecture. Thus, generic proposals focus on refer-
ence architectures and specific ones on use cases. There are
three main challenges considered in this paper that are found
in the literature: the scalability, flexibility, and robustness
needed to design, develop, and implement industrial automa-
tion applications. To consider these aspects, we mainly
focused on microservice concepts, container technology,
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and publish/subscribe pattern based on data distribution ser-
vices (DDS) middleware technology.

A. MICROSERVICES AND SOFTWARE COMPONENTES FOR
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
Microservices are both an architectural style and a way of
programming software. With microservices, applications are
broken down into their smallest and most mutually inde-
pendent elements [4]–[7] and [8]. Microservices are sepa-
rate entities that work together to perform the same tasks,
which has enabled the flexibility and scalability of indus-
trial software [9], [10]. One of the most relevant works
due to its relation with this work is [6], for its plug-and-
play software components and microservices-based appli-
cation construction approach, however, its main focus is
on achieving dynamic reconfiguration for industrial edge
devices, which, are generally very important aspects of
assembly lines in the manufacturing industry. Some recent
works on industrial cyber-physical systems, adopting the
supervisory control model, have been published [11], [12].
These works assist researchers and engineers in the design
and verification of controllers, facilitating their fine-tuning
with extensive testing with a hardware-in-the-loop experi-
ment system. This platform could be considered and inte-
grated into our proposal, mainly in terms of controller design
and automation algorithms. The framework proposed in this
work facilitates the inclusion of new controllers, although
all industrial controllers claim they are compatible between
different platforms, specialized and robust controllers are
still platform-dependent. Now, our proposal focuses on a
holistic approach to integrate many elements and components
in smart industries. Reference [13] deals with the problem
of resilience enhancement in ICPS based on a hierarchi-
cal multi-agent framework and implemented on top of a
distributed middleware, where each agent performs specific
tasks. Although the framework is described for the develop-
ment mainly for wireless sensors and actuators networks and
the use of multi-agents, the selection of components and their
grouping for ICPS applications presents a similarity in terms
of the design pattern, however, our work presents integration
with other technologies and a different development model.

B. CONTAINERS BASED TECHNOLOGY
Containers technology is a form of operating system virtu-
alization. A container can be used to run a microservice or
a software process of a larger application but has been little
used in industrial automation environments. A container con-
tains all the necessary executables, binary code, libraries, and
configuration files. However, compared to machine or server
virtualization methods, containers do not contain operating
system images. This makes them lighter and more portable,
with significantly less overhead. References [14], [15] and
[16] have focused their work on demonstrating their feasibil-
ity from a time constraints point of view and implementing
controllers directly as programmable logic controllers (PLC)
and also supporting time constraints and general features

for real-time applications. Other works [17]–[19] and [20]
presents great utility on the cloud computing side, showing
its applications deployed in a microservice architecture.

C. DATA DISTRIBUTION SERVICE TECHNOLOGIES
DDS specification, which was provided by the Object Man-
agement Group (OMG) [21], an open data-centric stan-
dard, to address the communication challenges of real-time
mission-critical applications with the issue of scalability in
mind. It integrates the components of a system together,
providing low-latency data connectivity, extreme reliability,
and a scalable architecture. Reference [22] propose a multi-
modal communication model for the systematic integration
of multi-vendor agricultural production systems. Reference
[23] presents a co-simulation platform that formalizes the
understanding of cyber information flow and the dynamic
behavior of physical systems, and captures the interactions
between them in smart grid applications. However, as men-
tioned above, all are cases in specific application domains,
the three aspects considered in our proposal have not been
brought together in an integrated manner: container tech-
nology, microservice concepts, and publish/subscribe func-
tions based on data distribution services (DDS) middleware.
Many works on software architectures have drawn attention
to the design and implementation of an ICPS [2]. A soft-
ware architecture for an industrial internet of things (IIoT)
composed of 4 layers (sensing/THINGS layer, data provider
layer, fog/edge computing layer, and applications/services
layer) was proposed. It was a conceptual model with a low
level of abstraction, oriented to the design and development
of real-time applications for the IIoT [24]. It was proposed
as an evolution of previous systems, where data distribution
service (DDS) concepts were integrated with field buses. The
orientation of the architecture, and its low level of abstraction,
made it possible to approach the design and development of
IIoT applications while taking into account the functional and
temporal aspects. A work that contributed to the architectures
for industry 4.0 and reduces the gap between designs and
physical implementations was presented in [25], where a
platform that supported the integration of dynamic data-based
decision support systems into real-time mass customiza-
tion manufacturing environments were discussed. There have
been very important work in the development of architectures
that include different aspects of an ICPS such as cloud,
fog, and mist computing platforms for production systems
[26]–[28], where the interrelation between the different layers
was studied.

D. SUMMARY
Most of the existing research has some of the charac-
teristics presented in this paper; However, they have not
addressed microservices, container technology and the pub-
lish/subscribe pattern from a holistic aspect. In our work,
we present a new and innovative method in which data can
be better and more efficiently extracted, collected, processed,
and finally used in Smart Bioprocess Industry. This is done
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through a holistic framework for automation in the bioprocess
industry which indicates that a system and its properties
are analyzed as a whole, in a global and integrated manner
and not only as of the simple sum of its parts. Reference
architectures for Industry 4.0 do not generally include imple-
mentation technologies, therefore, do not present details of
implementation or integration with physical systems. The
particular implementations generally depend on the use case,
thus there is no standard implementation for the physical
realizations.

This paper presents a flexible, scalable, and robust frame-
work based on software components, microservice concepts,
container technology, and the publish/subscribe paradigm.
This framework allows new components to be added or
removed online, without the need for system reconfigura-
tion, while maintaining temporal and functional constraints
in industrial automation systems. Each of the software com-
ponents presented that meets the concept of microservices
is implemented with container technology and integrated
through the publish/subscribe pattern. That is, this proposal,
by bringing together the three technologies mentioned above,
imposes a pattern of software development, but meets the
main Industry 4.0 requirements to simplify the automation
of the bioprocessing industry requirements.

III. OVERVIEW MAJOR COMPONENT-BASED
FRAMEWORK
Worldwide, the number of industrial bioprocesses is steadily
growing as a result of the increasing market demands
for chemicals, beverages, biofuels, food, pharmaceuticals,
wastewater treatment, etc. Moreover, there is an increasing
demand for customized products, forcing many industrial
sectors to produce smaller quantities, making processes more
varied and complex, and forcing production to be modu-
lar, flexible, and scalable without losing robustness. Among
many of the devices used in the bioprocess industry are
bioreactors, storage and formulation tanks, ultra-high temper-
ature (UHT) treatment equipment, pulper, and mash tanks,
decanters, and cleaning in place systems. These are designed
for intensified processing, with in-line sensors providing
real-time information to determine or estimate critical quality
attributes for release decisions while the process is running.

To meet the challenges mentioned above and adopt the
characteristics of Industry 4.0, industrial bioprocesses require
advanced modularity, flexibility, and production scalability.
Thus, the following general requirements for a framework
can bementioned to facilitate the development of applications
that are mainly focused on the automation domain of the
bioprocess industry.

1) The architecture of components should be designed to
promote scalability (scale-out).

2) Microservices and applicationsmust be completely iso-
lated temporally and spatially from each other.

3) Implementation should not be limited to support for
new input types, new target platforms, new visualiza-

tion, new strategies, etc. In addition, functionalities
must be implemented in the most efficient program-
ming language.

4) The platform must support new types of inputs, new
destination platforms, data visualization techniques,
new strategies, new drivers, etc.

5) The design should be as modular as possible to facil-
itate updates and upgrades of the individual function-
alities. Additionally, adding new features should be
as transparent as possible for the currently running
system.

6) The minimum required execution in the fastest pro-
cesses must be at least 1s of performance.

7) Databases and their support must be able to operate in
real-time.

8) As the central axis is the interconnection between
devices through a network, network saturation must be
avoided.

9) Fault tolerance: the platform must allow self-repair
depending obviously on the considerations of each pro-
cess. process.

Based on the general needs mentioned above, a framework
is proposed for building applications based on microservices,
implemented in lightweight software containers, and inter-
connected through a middleware oriented to the publication
and subscription of messages. The main idea of the proposed
framework is the use of components based on microservices,
allowing easy implementation, scalability, and fast mainte-
nance, without losing or degrading the robustness from pre-
vious developments. The challenge is to maintain previous
conditions in the face of modifications or new developments,
and this may be possible by temporally and spatially iso-
lating applications from each other. The use of this type
of configuration would mean that weeks could be cut in
the process executions, the data are obtained in real-time,
and the feedback for the optimization of the processes is
immediate. In Figure 1, the physical layer corresponds to the
processes, sensors, actuators, equipment, etc. The cyber layer
presents the characteristics of the framework, the global data
space (DDS), other protocols such as TCP/IP, the different
components, and their connections based on the global data
space or TCP/IP. Blocks represent one or more containers
contained in each block. Connections represent publications
or subscriptions from the DDS middleware and some TCP/IP
connections for access to the database (DB) or web ser-
vices. Container connections between different components
using a publish/subscribe pattern supported through DDS.
In this framework, the microservices are built-in software
containers to improve their flexibility, scalability, and porta-
bility. Therefore a container can implement one or more
microservices. Finally, a container represents a context within
which some code is executed or some data are stored. In the
ISA-95 pyramid, 5 layers are defined from bottom to top,
including the field level (sensors and actuators), the controller
(PLC), supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA),
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FIGURE 1. General component-based architecture for bioprocess industry-oriented application development.

manufacturing execution systems (MES), and enterprise
resource planning (ERP). Consequently, communications can
only be achieved between contiguous layers. From the ICPS,
the first three layers are grouped as industrial edges for han-
dling real-time restrictions. This framework mainly focuses
on this grouping.

From a plug-and-play concept, all sensor components (ana-
log and digital) communicate with the component controllers,
HMI, alarms, and database (BD). The controller must receive

HMI data (references set by users), although they may come
from somewhere else such as sensor data and publishes con-
trol actions. Five different message structures (table 1) were
considered to represent the communication between com-
ponents and microservices (I/O_topics, set_points_topics,
Alarms_topics, FT_topics, and control_topics). Other com-
munications in Figure 1 represent call type http (for example
calls to the DB and web services), calls to functions between
components, or calls to services of other communication
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TABLE 1. Canonical data model for information exchange between components.

protocols such as Modbus, serial communications, I2C, and
ISP buses. The different components, microservices, and
containers of the presented architecture (Figure 1) can be
identified and discussed as follows.

1) SENSORS AND ACTUATORS (INPUTS/OUTPUTS)
The inputs/outputs (I/O) are implemented by a series of
containers that connect directly with end-devices through a
field bus (Modbus, ISP, I2C, Profibus, etc.) with sensors and
actuators. Therefore, it can receive and/or send information
to other components. Each container implements a service
that periodically requests the reading of a sensor value and
communicates it to other services. The name of the service
is identified by the type of sensor variable (e.g., pH, ORP,
O2, Brix, etc.), and the parameters to be configured for this
service are the period and identifier of the variable to be
measured. Actuator services (valve, pump, etc.) receive com-
munication from the controllers and the fault-tolerant service
and implement direct access to the physical actuators.

2) CONTROLLERS
Different controllers are defined, and one or several can be
used to implement control laws. Some classic controllers in
industrial automation can be defined or added according to
the application needs. In a system in continuous growth and
adapting to the requirements and needs of the industry, con-
sumers, and markets, the controllers and other components
can change very easily or even each time include new func-
tionalities or eliminate some existing ones without altering
the robustness of the system. This component always leaves
open the possibility of improving and implementing new
controllers.

3) DATA BASE
The database service maintains all the possible information
on the system state and can be consulted via http services.
The implementation of this service can be achieved with a
series of containers, implementing a distributed and orga-
nized database according to the application’s needs. There-
fore, the DB’s can be implemented as micro-databases by
the areas or applications developed. The flexibility and scal-
ability of the framework allows the implementation of new
data or data series according to, for example, the growth of
applications or needs.

4) ALARMS
The main purpose of the alarms is to warn of the presence of
an unwanted situation that must be treated at some point. Its

communication is with the user interfaces, database, and fault
tolerance service.

5) FAULT TOLERANT
This is very similar to the alarm service in terms of connec-
tions with other components. However, it implements some
services or treatments in the presence of an alarm or system
failure, thus directly accessing the actuators.

6) HUMAN-MACHINE INTERFACE
As its name implies, it is a container that implements a
human-machine interface (HMI) service, capturing and offer-
ing information from users to the computer system. The flexi-
bility in the handling of the data allows different development
technologies, from desktop and web-based systems to native
mobile deployments.

7) ANALYTICAL WEB USER INTERFACE
This component offers services to access data through
databases, presenting information in appropriate formats for
analysis. For online analyses, a client-server technology can
be implemented, making subscriptions to the data at the
server level and presenting the information via the web
through the client.

A. REAL-TIME SUPPORT
For the implementation of real-time systems in non-
distributed environments, the complexity is mainly linked to
the use of a scheduler that meets the temporary requirements
for the execution of processes. In contrast, in a real-time
distributed system, the compliance with time constraints is
more complex because of the execution of many processes
or tasks in distinct processing systems, in addition to the
network resources that should be considered. This paper
mainly focuses on local resource scheduling, processing ser-
vices in different cores of the same computational system,
and resource scheduling on the network that connects the
different services, which can be in the same computer system,
in others, or even have different hardware characteristics.

Local resource scheduling uses Linux cgroups, which is
a tool to control the allocation of resources to processes.
The main utility of cgroups in the control and monitoring
of processes in this framework is mainly the allocation of
containers to the CPU, balancing the percentage of their use.

DDS provides control by modifying the behavior of net-
work traffic over the quality of service (QoS) setting top-
ics, DataReader, DataWriters, publishers, and subscribers
according to a very flexible and varied policy of entities. For
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example, the QoS reliability policy with the reliable option
provides a guarantee when delivering samples or messages,
trying to send the message many times (controller case,
alarms, or fault tolerance). Otherwise, the best effort policy
will try to deliver the messages but may lose them if the
network is not robust or is saturated (it is used in this archi-
tecture for sensors with little variation or that are redundant).
Other example, the policy history makes it possible to keep
the number of samples or messages in a node. One of the
main problems to avoid in network control systems is network
saturation. In previous works, we extensively dealt with this
problem. Therefore, in addition to the QoS of the DDS,
the smart sensor algorithm presented and discussed in [29]
is implemented for each sensor.

Algorithm 1 Smart Sensor Component With
Event-Triggered Sampling Algorithm
Require: vi(k), h, deadline
Ensure: v′i
k ← 1
read current value v at t ← 0
t ′← t
v′i← vi(0)
while (1) do
read current value v at t ← kh
e(t)← vi(t)− v′i
if ((e(t))2 > ηi) or (t ′ − t > deadline) then
v′i← vi(t)
publish(v′i)

end if
k ← k + 1
t ′← t
wait for next period (t ← kh)

end while

B. SMART SAMPLING ALGORTIHM
In [29] we present the algorithm for the control of multiple
plants with the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. However, somemod-
ifications must be made to implement it over the framework
proposed using the DDS technology. The use of this algo-
rithm has a particular meaning for the times and variables that
are mainly monitored, and it aims to avoid network saturation
by continuous and similar data transfers. The algorithm in 1
implements periodic access to the sensors, where vi repre-
sents the variable read for a given sensor, h is a constant set
period y the deadline is a set maximum time, v′i is the last
transmitted sensor value, e(t) is the error between the current
sample and the last transmitted sample, and ηi is the selected
threshold for each vi of the sensor. The transmission of each
set of data is determined by an event-triggered strategy. If the
error between the current sampled value at time t(k) and
the latest transmitted one at time t(k − 1) is less than a
defined threshold or a deadline, the data are published but
are discarded. In this sense, the event-triggered scheme used

TABLE 2. Design process for plug-and-play components.

allows data transmission when the following condition is met:

(vi(t)− v′i)
2 > ηi or t ′ − t > deadline (1)

These two considerations avoid network saturation and
maintain information about the connected components and
the operation of the components and sensors in the network.

C. DESIGN PROCESS FOR PLUG-AND-PLAY
COMPONENTS
As a design process to follow a plug-and-play based tech-
nique of the proposed components, the following steps are
recommended:

1) The application must be decomposed for each com-
munication with other components as services required
and offered as a microservice.

2) Associate each microservice decomposed above to a
container and group them strategically according to the
application.

3) Associate in each container whether the service is
offered or required with a publication or subscription.

4) Identify time constraints (non-functional require-
ments).

5) Identify whether the service requires the use of the
smart algorithm.

A simple example of automatic control with a sensor,
controller, actuator, and display interface (HMI) illustrates
the design process. The sensor reads data from the physical
sensor and publishes it periodically. A controller subscribes to
the sensor and references and builds a control action (publish
periodically). An actuator subscribes to the control and sends
the data to the actuator. Finally, the HMI displays all the
variables on the screen and captures a user’s references. The
final result of this design example is shown in table 2 and
Figure 2 and a smart algorithm not required for this case.

IV. CASE STUDIES IN THE FRUIT JUICE BEVERAGES
INDUSTRY
At a Punta Delicia juice production plant located in Colima,
Mexico (https://puntadelicia.com), different types of juices
are made (banana, soursop, and raspberry), in addition to
products and formulations for third parties. The end result is a
ready-to-sell canned product. The different processes that are
addressed in this production plant can be listed as follows:

1) Manual unloading of boxes with fruit using conveyor
belts and boxweighing system; automatic fruit washing
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FIGURE 2. Example of plug-and-play components.

FIGURE 3. Conveyor belts and box weighing system and at the bottom
and top: automatic fruit washing system and transports to the peeling
room respectively.

FIGURE 4. Mash tank, where the pulp grinding starts and decanter where
the juice is extracted from the fruit.

system and transportation to the peeling room, where
the fruit is processed manually by means of a conveyor
belt and peeling personnel.

2) A pulper to release the seeds from the fruit; a mash
tank, where the pulp grinding starts; followed by the
decanter, where the juice is extracted from the fruit.

3) It continues with a pasteurization system that uses an
ultra-high temperature (UHT) treatment system.

FIGURE 5. Pasteurization system through an UHT treatment system.

FIGURE 6. Tanks area: 4 Storage 15,000 L tanks.

4) Finally, the juice is stored at a certain temperature
in 15,000 L tanks until the desired conditions are
obtained, and it is processed in two final tanks accord-
ing to a final formulation and later canned.

A. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE BASE PLATFORM
For the implementation details, initially, the hardware struc-
ture is defined, mainly in the selection and location of
equipment and the interconnections between them. The
description of the equipment used is as follows. Both wire-
less and wired equipment is installed. The computers used
for sensing and actuation are wired for greater communi-
cation certainty, whereas other equipment such as displays
and manual commands can be implemented in both wired
and wireless ways. In the embedded-PC platform, devices
with the following characteristics were used: Intel Celeron
J3060 1.60GHz, 2GB in RAM and 32GB of emmc, 2 PC’s
with web services, controllers and monitoring functions Intel
Xeon E3-1225V5 3.30GHz, 32GB DDR4, and a server with
Intel Xeon C620, 32x 284 DDR4 and 15.36 TB to store the
different databases. Additionally, an Access Point, switches,
and routers for network management, four display monitors
for the HMI functions located in the control room, and a
series of mobile devices that allowed the visualization and
execution of commands from any space in the industrial
plant were installed. Most of the integration of the sensors
and actuators with higher-level equipment was done through
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FIGURE 7. Industrial computers and various devices to implement hardware architecture in Punta Delicia Plant.

FIGURE 8. Control panel for control of valves, pumps and sensors in the
tanks area.

Modbus, using serial and some particular manufacturer’s pro-
tocols. To avoid conflict with bus access, the idea was to read
the devices and make a virtual copy, then offer each variable
as a service to customers who need it. Figure 7 shows the
distribution of the hardware used for the control and current
operation of the processes implemented in the Punta Delicia
juice and beverage production plant. Figure 8, shows the
control panel in the area of the tanks, the devices correspond
to 4-20mA to Modbus converters for the sensors and digital
input/output devices with converters also to Modbus. On the
left side, there are some industrial computers, equivalent to
those shown in the section tanks area of Figure 7.
Singularity [30] containers have been used for this imple-

mentation. Although other containers could be implemented,

from the point of view of size and ease of migration, sin-
gularity containers were adopted instead of others. The base
containers were built with the installed DDS technology, and
others had their functions. For example, the bridge container
allowed the integration of different languages and other tech-
nologies. The general idea was to read the sensors associated
with a container and then offer each sensor as a service to
customers who need it. As shown in Figure 7, in the industrial
PC of the UHT area, there were two containers: UHT_sensors
and UHT_cluster, along with the Alarms, Fault Tolerant, and
UHT Flow Control containers in PC1 and the HMI_UHT of
the control room in PC2. Finally, the DB container was in
the DB server. The programming languages used included C
and C++ for access to the physical drivers (Modbus, serials,
and others), DBwriting, and general operations management.
Python was used for the controller implementation because
of its mathematical benefits and data science analysis, and
others such as javascript were used for the WEB HMI.

As an example, two processes will be shown: the control
of the flow of the juice at the outlet of the UHT for correctly
filling the storage tank and the automatic selection and filling
of the storage tank process. The main objective is to show
how to build the applications in a flexible and scalable way,
without the need for a complete knowledge of all the parts that
make up the processes. In other words, the production in this
plant is highly configurable and variable, depending on the
markets, products, customers, and processes in general. Thus,
it is essential to develop each system independently without
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FIGURE 9. Fuzzy control components for maintaining pasteurization flow.

TABLE 3. Relationship of implementation features by flow control in
pasteurization process.

degrading the robustness of other processes already carried
out or to be elaborated.

1) FLOW CONTROL IN PASTEURIZATION PROCESS
Before beginning to fill any of the storage tanks with juice,
the pasteurization process must be carried out, which is com-

TABLE 4. Relationship of implementation features by storage tanks
filling control process.

posed of several tasks. To show the plug-and-play design pro-
cess for the microservice-based software components, we are
going to take a portion of the pasteurization process: the flow
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FIGURE 10. Computational components of tank filling control.

control once certain conditions have been reached. For exam-
ple, when the holding temperature is equal to or greater than
90 ◦C, it is time to start the filling process in some selected
tanks. Table 3 indicates the functional and non-functional
requirements of the components to be implemented.

To implement automatic systems in the bioprocess indus-
try, according to the characteristics imposed by Industry 4.0,
the general requirements mentioned in section 3 must be
fulfilled. Table 3 presents the particular requirements. Fig-
ure 9 shows the assembled components under a plug-and-play
strategy, along with the connections between them. The I/O
block is made up of two containers. UHT_sensors publishes
an error_topic in a case where there is a reading error in
the flow sensor and also sends the value of the flow sensor
(UHT_Flow) to the network periodically every second. The
component UHT_cluster publishes error topics in the case of
problems with Modbus network connections. UHT_Var is a
data subscription with the control values and is allowed to
act directly on the respective flow regulator. FT_gen involves
a recovery action to a minimum operation and occurs when
an error is detected and has been set in the variable set_FT.
Similarly, the controller block, in this case, is built with a
container subscribing to the services of UHT_Flow (variable

to control) and set_point (the reference) and a publication of
the control law by UHT_Var. DataBase (DB) implements a
container with the necessary resources to store the data of this
application. Thus, each application can implement its DB in
a distributed and independent way. Finally, the complete rela-
tionship is found in table 3 and the methods used to build the
rest of the components are similar. Each block gathers a group
of containers and each container implements the services
through the publication/subscription service of the DDS. The
plug-and-play effect is realized once each container is fully
identified with its required and offered services, data types,
and non-functional requirements.

2) STORAGE TANKS FILLING CONTROL
The system requirements stated that four 15,000 L storage
tanks could be constantly alternated for filling according to a
cyclical filling system. To be able to store a product, the tank
had to be empty, clean, and available for filling. At that
moment, the priority was entered, which was cyclical, and the
tanks were numbered from 1 to 4, with 1 having the greatest
priority. The controller had to select the tank to be filled with
the selected product and the corresponding path for filling it.
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After filling, according to the flows and levels, the pipes and
valves used had to be sanitized with a suitable CIP process.

Table 4 lists the different containers needed for the imple-
mentation, as well as the services offered and required,
the type of service (non-functional), and the data model to
be used among the different ones provided by the framework.
Some containers and microservices have not been included
because they have been covered in the previous case study,
such as Alarms, FT Tolerant, and DB. The online Brix service
must be constant and periodic to be involved in a quick deci-
sion when closing the tank end-of-fill valve, while tank levels
can bemonitored and non-critical, thus using the smart sensor
algorithm. The req_out service publishes the current status
of the valves periodically. This decision makes it possible to
have complete knowledge from anywhere in the plant. How-
ever, to avoid any saturation of the network, it is implemented
as a smart algorithm.

The components in Figure 1 are a guide to the relationship
between them, and once the services have been identified,
with their data model, their type (event or periodical, and
the service offered or required, the construction guidelines
are as mentioned in section 3. Figure 10 shows the different
components, services, and containers needed to implement
the tank filling control. The sensor_1 component is imple-
mented through the Modbus protocol reading the different
sensors located in the tanks and pipes, which provides infor-
mation for the control of the tanks (Brix in line and tank
level). The cluster_1 component implements the reading of
the valves and pumps, opening and closing stroke sensors,
and the actuators for opening or closing valves and pumps as
well. The other components subscribe to the data generated
by the previous components, to visualize (HMI) and save
data (DB), and provide alarm verification and fault tolerance
treatment. Finally, the controller component implements a
sequential control system, where all the control logic of the
filling system is implemented. For themanagement of sensors
and actuators, a container is implemented in each industrial
PC in the tank area, so that the sensors, pumps, and valves are
separated for maintenance purposes. As in the previous use
case, the other containers are distributed in the PCs located in
the control room.

V. EVALUATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present the verification of the case studies
developed with the proposed framework and qualitative com-
parison with traditional implementations. It is important to
mention that the main objective is to verify the functionality
of the framework for the testing of the two case studies,
as well as the fulfillment of the design and implementation
requirements. It is based on a conceptual model of microser-
vices, communication through a publish/subscribe middle-
ware and integration with container technology. This study
validated the framework for a juice-making process in an
industrial plant. For example, some results are presented for
the production of soursop juice, including the flow control
in the UHT to maintain the pasteurization conditions while

FIGURE 11. The figure above shows the UHT_flow control variable and
below the UHT_var variable to be controlled.

the product is sent to the tanks and automatic tank filling
system, the automatic selection of tank availability, actuated
valves to direct the fluid to the corresponding tank, and
time to start the process. Many elements are shared in the
two case studies. However, they were analyzed, modeled,
and implemented independently. The component assembly
has been highlighted and two industrial processes have been
implemented and validated at the Punta Delicia plant.

Algorithm 2 Fuzzy Control for Flow in UHT Algorithm
Require: UHT_flow, set_point , start_CF , period
Ensure: UHT_var
k ← 1
h← period
while (star_CF = true) do
set_point at t ← k
UHT_flow at t ← k
UHT_var = fuzzy_control(set_point,UHT_flow)
publish(UHT_var)
k ← k + 1
wait for next period (t ← kh)

end while

Algorithm 2, implements a periodic control. The required
operating conditions demand the value of the reference and
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FIGURE 12. The first figure shows the cooling output in UHT and the gray
circle shows the point at which 90 ◦C is reached. The following figure is
the Brix in the line and the gray part is the moment of the abrupt fall of
the ◦Brix. The third figure shows the start and end times of tank filling.

the control variable. The set_point and the UHT_flow vari-
able are read by subscriptions to these topics implemented as
services within the container, however, the algorithm 2 only
shows the structure of the controller. The variable to be con-
trolled, UHT_var, is generated by the function fuzzy_control,
then it is published and the corresponding actuator is sub-
scribed and generates the corresponding action.

In Figure 11, we can see the approximate time needed for
the pasteurization maintenance process for a small volume
of 860 L of production. The start time of the filling process
is marked when the UHT outlet temperature reaches 90 ◦C
and it is important to maintain a constant flow, to meet the
desired property requirements for the final juice. Maintain-
ing a constant flow rate in UHT_flow is necessary to avoid
caramelization of the juice and to maintain the pasteurization
effect. The pump actuator receives a 4-20 mA signal, and
initially, the control effort is small (around 4.6 mA) because
of the effect of the recirculation of the fluid in the UHT.
However, when the valves switch to the storage tank filling

Algorithm 3 Automation and Decision Algorithm for Tanks
Filling
Require: brix_line, levels_Ti, select_Ti
select_tank(Ti), state_valves, cooling_output

Ensure: set_valves
if select_Ti = true then
Ts← select_tank(levels_Ti)
switch (Ts)
case 1:
valves_tank1← on
publish(valves_tank1)

case 2:
valves_tank2← on
publish(valves_tank2)

case 3:
valves_tank3← on
publish(valves_tank3)

case 4:
valves_tank4← on
publish(valves_tank4)

end switch
end if
if cooling_output > 90◦C then
recirculation_UHTvalve← off
UHT_linevalve← on
publish(UHT_linevalve)

end if
e(k)brix = brix_line(k)− brix_line(k − 1)
if e(k) < ηi then
UHT_linevalve← off
publish(UHT_linevalve)
select_Ti← off

end if

process, the effort is greater because of the length of the pipes
and the filling of the storage tank. The final moment of filling
occurs when an abrupt drop occurs in the Brix value, which
results in a sweep with water, to achieve the final drag of all
the possible juice.

Algorithm 3 implements the decision block and automa-
tion of the storage control. For the process of tank selection
according to a rotating shift, the Control Storage container
must subscribe to the tank level variables. The select_tank
function returns the turn of the tank to be filled, according
to a rotating policy. The next process is to activate the valves
corresponding to the selected tank, i.e. the filling circuit from
the UHT holding tank to the corresponding tank is opened.
Once pasteurization conditions are reached, i.e. cooling out-
put greater than or equal to 90 ◦C, the recirculation valve
inside the UHT is closed and the filling valve in the storage
tank is opened. As mentioned above, the end of filling occurs
when there is an abrupt Brix drop condition in the juice. The
objective of this procedure is to store themaximum amount of
juice that can be processed and to avoid losses that may occur
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FIGURE 13. 3D HMI for visualization of valve cluster and characteristics of storage tanks, where green shows activated
valves for tank 1 filling process.

in the circuits or pipes. That is, to sweep the juice content in
the pipes, water is pumped through the pipe, and the juice
is useful as long as the BRIX drop does not exceed a set
production limit. Therefore, the post-processing conditions
of the juice will be optimal and the losses of the product
to be processed are minimized. In this sense, the Brix error
condition:

e(k)brix = brix_line(k)− brix_line(k − 1) (2)

Impose that the BRIX01LINE service be periodic. Finally,
the valves corresponding to each process must be closed and
the filled tank should be updated to its new full condition.

Figure 12 shows the evolution of the variables presented
in Algorithm 3. Figure 13 illustrates the result of the tank
selection (select_tank(levels_Ti)) presented in Algorithm 3,
the valves in green illustrate that they were activated and
the filling process of that tank can start. Figure 12 in cool-
ing_output UHT is displayed when the filling process starts,
once 90 ◦C is reached at that point. Rise from 0 to approx-
imately 12 ◦brix in the filling circuit line, check that the
UHT outlet valve was opened. Thus, as presented in the
algorithm 3, when a temperature of 90 ◦C is reached (holding
temperature in the UHT), the juice recirculation valve is
closed in the UHT, and the valve to fill the storage tank is
opened. The closing condition of the filling line occurs when
an abrupt drop occurs in the Brix value in the line. This
happens when there is no more product, and the last part
of the product in the juice filling line is swept with water,
as mentioned above. The different operating points marked
in gray can be seen in Figure 12.
A qualitative comparison with traditional implementations

can be made. The requirements for implementations in the
bioprocess industry are taken into account and additionally

TABLE 5. Comparison of this framework with traditional techniques for
implementing industrial applications.

some general ones for the two case studies performed. The
next requirements are used for this comparison:

1) The architecture of components should be designed to
promote scalability (scale-out).

2) Microservices and applicationsmust be completely iso-
lated temporally and spatially from each other.
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3) Implementation should not be limited to support for
new input types, new target platforms, new visualiza-
tion, new strategies, etc. In addition, functionalities
must be implemented in the most efficient program-
ming language.

4) The platform must support new types of inputs, new
destination platforms, data visualization techniques,
new strategies, new drivers, etc.

5) The design should be as modular as possible to facil-
itate updates and upgrades of the individual function-
alities. Additionally, adding new features should be
as transparent as possible for the currently running
system.

6) The minimum required execution in the fastest pro-
cesses must be at least 1s of performance.

7) Databases and their support must be able to operate in
real-time.

8) As the central axis is the interconnection between
devices through a network, network saturation must be
avoided.

9) Fault tolerance: the platform must allow self-repair
depending obviously on the considerations of each pro-
cess.

Figure 13 shows the filling process for tank 1, with the
graphical interface in 3D. The activated valves can be seen
in green, with the tank level in orange and the different pipes
used as a filling circuit. Finally, the general requirements
specified in Section 3 for compliance with features imposed
by Industry 4.0 and the particular requirements were met in
both case studies.

VI. CONCLUSION
A framework for flexible and scalable automation of indus-
trial bioprocesses is proposed in this work to reduce the gap
between generic architectures and physical implementations.
The framework is based on a holistic approach, in which a
system and its properties are analyzed as a whole, in a global
and integrated manner and not only as of the simple sum of its
parts. To achieve fast and robust designs and implementations
in the bioprocess industry, a software design pattern based on
components, container technology, microservices concepts
and the publish/subscribe paradigm is defined, for which a
set of components is designed with offer and request services
that can be easily interconnected among them using the plug-
and-play technique.

To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed frame-
work, two processes in the fruit juice beverages industry were
developed and implemented at the Punta Delicia S.A. de C.V.
juice production plant (https://puntadelicia.com) located in
Colima, Mexico. A soursop soda-making process was pre-
sented, with a fuzzy controller implemented to keep the
pasteurizer output flow constant (UHT) and an automatic
storage tank selection and filling process with actuated valves
to direct the fluid to the corresponding tank at the time to start
the process. The results showed that the platform provided

a high-fidelity design, analysis, and testing environment for
the flow of cyber information and its effect on the physical
operation in a beverage processing plant with high demand
for adaptability, flexibility, and efficiency of its processes,
as they were experimentally verified in a real production
process for the production of 860 L of soursop. Each devel-
opment was treated independently until the processes were
scaled to their ideal point, reducing development and final
application costs. Finally, in all the case studies presented,
general and particular requirements were met, showing the
flexibility, scalability, and robustness of the framework.
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